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 Planning, Prices and

 Increasing 1e2urns
 G. M. HEAL

 Christ's College, Cambridge

 I. INTRODUCTION

 This paper presents a decentralized3 planning routine-i.e. an iterative procedure for
 solving the problem of finding an optimal short-run plan for a centrally-planned economy.
 Earlier publications in this area group neatly into two distinct categories: those where the
 centre quotes prices for goods and services, and those where it proposes quantitative
 allocations.4 The routine to be outlined below falls into neither of these categories. It
 can be given different institutional interpretations, one involving a mixture of price and
 command planning and bearing an appealing resemblance to the mixture of materials
 balances and markets actually used in certain planned economies, and the other partially
 resembling the market socialism of Lange, Arrow and Hurwicz.

 The interesting features of the procedure are three-fold: it will locate a local maximum
 of the objective function even in the presence of increasing returns to scale, it satisfies
 Malinvaud's feasibility and monotonicity criteria, and has some of the informational
 economy of price-guided procedures. It also has limitations, connected with the generality
 of the model to which it is applicable. This point will become clear as the argument is
 developed, and will be discussed at length in the Appendix.

 The difficulties that can arise when a market-like procedure is operated in an environ-
 ment containing increasing returns are well-known. The analysis that follows suggests
 that if agents in the economy are required only to raise rather than to maximize the magni-
 tudes in which they are interested, then this gives a market-like procedure added stability,
 and allows it to converge to an optimum even in the presence of increasing returns. An
 intuitive discussion of this point is contained in section VI.

 II. THE MODEL

 The model within which the planning procedure will operate may be formalized as
 follows. The only inputs to the production process are resources: these are used exclusively
 as inputs to production, and are not themselves produced. They are indexed by j E M,
 M = {1, ..., m}. There are n firms, indexed by i E N, N = {1, ..., n}, and p distinct pro-
 duced goods, indexed by g E P, P = {1, ..., p}.

 Our notation is as follows: Xij is the amount of resource j allocated to firm i, Yig is
 the amount of good g produced by firm i, Rj > 0 is the total amount of resource j available
 to the economy, Xi is the vector of inputs to firm i, and Yi is the vector of outputs of firm i.

 1 First version received March 1970; final version received Nov. 1970 (Eds).
 2 In writing this paper, I have been helped considerably by discussions with Christopher Bliss, Frank

 Hahn and Peter Hammond. Of course, none of these gentlemen should be held responsible for any errors
 that remain.

 3 Decentralised is used here in the sense of " informationally decentralised ": this is the " classical"
 sense of Barone, Hayek and Lange. The alternative interpretation-decentralization of the authority to
 make decisions-is one that features rarely in the literature. This is perhaps unfortunate, as it is this inter-
 pretation that corresponds most nearly to the every-day usage of the term.

 4 In the first category come [1], [7]: in the second, [4], [5] and [10]. Marglin's contribution [8] is an
 exception to this rule: it is in some respects similar to the present paper.
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 282 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

 The production possibilities of firm i are represented by an implicit function:

 Ti(Yi,Xi)- ?:!~0
 where Yi and Xi are the vectors defined above.' It will be assumed that the set of efficient
 production programmes open to firm i can be represented by

 Uyi(YXi) = 0.
 It is also assumed that the Ti are once continuously differentiable.

 In the ensuing argument we shall make frequent use of a slightly unconventional
 derivative: we shall use the symbol Fg1 to stand for the rate at which firm i's output of
 good g changes, as the input of good j to firm i is varied, assuming that the quantities of the
 firm's various outputs are maintained in their existing proportions to each other. It is
 fairly easy to derive an expression for this derivative in terms of the conventional partials
 of Ti: in the derivation, we shall assume that both before and after a marginal change, the
 firm's production programme is efficient, i.e.

 ViYi, Xi) = ?.
 As subsequent discussion aims to show, such an assumption will not prove unduly restric-
 tive.

 Suppose that the amount of resource j allocated to firm i changes by AXij, and that
 there is as a result a proportionate increase of amount y in the output of each produced
 good. Then

 TO (l+Y)YA, Xi, , Xij+AXij, ... ,Xim) = Yig Ti/@Yig + xijTilaxij
 g e P

 to a first order approximation: this is zero if

 y/AXii =-(a Ti/axi)/( YigaTi/aYig).

 As y = A Yig/ Yig where A Yig is the relevant change in i's output of g,

 Fgj -(YigaTil/axjj)/( E g Yig) ... (1)

 This equality is well-defined as long as the Yig are not zero for all g: in such a case, the Yig
 can be assigned arbitrary values, though the derivatives must still be evaluated at Y, = 0.

 We need to make one further, fairly innocuous, assumption about firms' production
 possibilities-a " finite input, finite output " assumption.

 Formally, we assume that if 11 X< 11 A, where A is finite, then any Yi' satisfying

 Tif(Yi, Xi) = o
 also satisfies

 * |I Y'i || < B, ... (A1)
 for some finite B.

 The symbol || Xi 11 denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector X'
 Let Yg Yig etc. Then the objective of the planning procedure can be specified

 as follows:

 Maximize U(Y1, ..., Yp) subject to

 Ti(Yi, Xi) 0 for all i E N. ...(2A)

 E XiJ < RJ for all j E M. ...(2B)
 i e- N

 Xjj, Yig > 0 for all i, g, j. ... (2C)
 1 This notation allows us to deal conveniently with the case of joint production when substitution

 between outputs is possible. A production programme for firm i where Y, is maximal under _ for given
 Xi, or where Xi is minimal under _ for given Yf, will as usual be described as efficient for firm i.
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 HEAL INCREASING RETURNS 283

 U is a function of class C' from RP to R', and has finite first partial derivatives.t ... (A2)

 We denote

 aUiaYg by Ug, etc.

 III. THE PLANNING PROCEDURE

 Before describing the details of the planning procedure, it is necessary to introduce
 one additional concept-the value of a resource in a particular use. The value of resource
 jin firm i, Vij, is given by

 Vij= UgF'j ...(3)
 geP

 and thus gives the rate at which U would change if Xij were changed marginally, and firm i
 maintained its existing output proportions. It is, in a sense, a " shadow price " for the
 variable Xij.

 As mentioned in the introduction, there are a number of different institutional inter-
 pretations that can be given to the planning procedure under consideration. However,
 in all variants, the differential equations governing the reallocation of resources are the
 same: this provides the justification for speaking of different interpretations of one planning
 procedure, rather than about three distinct procedures.

 III. (1) PRICE-AND-COMMAND PLANNING

 In this version of the planning procedure, economic activity is controlled partly by
 input quotas set by the central planning board (CPB), and partly by the use of output
 prices, also set by the CPB.

 There are two main elements in the planning procedure:

 (1) The re-allocation of resources amongst firms. This is carried out by the C.P.B.
 in the light of the Vij: it increases the allocation of a resource to a firm where its value is
 above average, and vice versa.

 (2) The substitution of one output for another. This is carried out by firms: at each
 stage of the process, the CPB announces " prices " for each produced good-the price
 of good g is Ug, the derivative of the objective function w.r.t. the output of that good at
 the current output levels. Taking these prices, and its inputs of resources, as given, each
 firm then adjusts its output mix so as to increase the value of its output.

 Details of the planning process are as follows. Starting from an arbitrary feasible

 plan satisfying (2A) and (2B) with equality,

 (1) Firms inform the CPB of their outputs of the various produced goods.

 (2) The centre computes the totals Yg, and the prices, Ug, for g E P, and informs
 firms of the latter.

 (3) Each firm now calculates a value for every resource in its productive processes,
 and informs the CPB of these. (Alternatively, firms may inform the CPB of the
 quantities Fgj and leave the CPB to calculate the Vij).

 (4) The centre now changes the allocation of inputs amongst firms according to the
 following rules:

 Vij- Av(Kj)Vij for i E Kj

 = otherwise.

 where a dot over a variable denotes its time derivative, and the notation Av(Kj) ij denotes

 1 RI is p-dimensional Euclidean space.
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 the average of the values of Vij over the subscripts i contained in the set Kj. The set Kj
 is constructed iteratively as in [4], p. 350. It is defined by the following property

 Kj = {i: Xij>O or Xij = 0 but Vij>Av(Kj)Vij}.

 and contains only firms whose allocation of resource j is positive, or those whose allocation
 is zero but where the value is above the average over Kj. Hence application of equations
 (4) will never violate the non-negativity constraints.

 (5) At the same time, each firm, remaining on the efficient surface given by the current
 input vector, substitutes between outputs so as to increase the total value of its output.

 That is, if P is the rate of change of i's output of g due to substitution between outputs,
 then the 1. are chosen so that the Yig vary continuously and

 E Ug1sg > 0, with equality if and only if the necessary conditions for a maximum
 geP

 of the value of output at prices Ug are satisfied. ...(5)

 This completes one step of the process: we now return to item (1).

 The necessary conditions referred to in item (5) can easily be derived. The relevant

 maximization problem is

 Maximize S UgYig subject to Ti(Yi, Xi) = 0, Yi > 0, and Ug and Xi given.
 geP

 which yields as necessary conditions

 Ug-piOTi/8 Yig < 0, with equality if Yig >0. .(6)

 (6) must hold for all g E P, each i e N.

 Note that the total change in firm i's output of good g is the sum of any effect due to
 substitution between outputs and any effect due to changes in inputs, governed by (4).
 Hence the total is

 Yig = EXijFgj + .g.. (7)
 j e- M

 III. (2) A " MARKET SOCIALIST " ECONOMY-(A)

 In the process just described, the role of the centre can be given an interesting alter-
 native interpretation, one more in line with " market socialism " of the type considered by
 Lange [6] and Arrow and Hurwicz [1]. Instead of supposing the centre to be allocating
 resources as in a command economy, we may imagine the centre to consist of a set of
 auctioneers, one for each resource. At each stage of the planning process, each auctioneer
 makes a prospective allocation of the resource at his disposal amongst firms. Starting
 from an arbitrary but feasible [i.e. satisfying (2B), in fact with equality] initial allocation
 of the resource, he invites bids for it and then changes the prospective allocation marginally
 in favour of higher bidding firms, and vice versa.

 The quantity Vij can be regarded as the price that firm i is prepared to bid for a marginal
 increment of resource j: for VijAXij is the contribution made to the value of firm i's output
 by an increment AXij of resource j, at current output prices and proportions. Thus accord-
 ing to this interpretation, firms bid for resources, and their bids, Vij, are the maximum
 amounts that they would be prepared to pay for a marginal increment of the resource in
 question, given

 (i) the objective of increasing, or at least not decreasing, the net value of the firm's
 production plan at current output prices.

 (ii) the current output proportions.
 (iii) the current prospective allocation of resources.
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 HEAL INCREASING RETURNS 285

 In response to these bids, the auctioneers alter the distribution of the resource at their
 disposal, away from low-bidding to high-bidding firms. At any given set of bid prices,
 each auctioneer changes his prospective allocations so as to increase his total revenues-

 i.e. he chooses the Xij so that for his particular resource j,1

 ZXjVij 0, ...>(8)
 i e- N

 with equality if and only if the current allocation maximizes his revenue at the current bid

 prices: the condition for this is that for some scalar )j,

 Vij = Ai for i such that Xij > ...9
 Vij < )j otherwise J

 Clearly there are many ways in which auctioneers could shift resources so as to satisfy (8):
 one such way would be to use equations (4) to determine the exact changes. For then by
 Lemma 1 of [4],

 E ijVij = Vij(Vij-Av(Kj)Vij) > O0
 ieN ieKj

 with equality if and only if conditions (9) hold. As the planning process continues, firms'
 bid prices alter, and auctioneers continually shift resources towards the currently highest
 bidders.

 Firms' output mixes are determined as before: there is a central board which is
 informed of outputs, and sets output prices equal to the derivatives of the objective function.
 Firms then adjust their output mixes so as to raise the value of output at these prices.

 On this interpretation, the planning procedure begins to look like something that could
 be called " market socialism ": firms facing given output prices adjust their output mixes,
 and bid for inputs, in such a way as to increase their profits. At the same time, auctioneers
 reallocate their wares amongst firms so as to raise their total returns at the bid prices. Of
 course, there is an important difference from a market procedure: neither firms nor auction-
 eers act so as to maximize the quantities in which they are interested, but act merely to
 increase them. There is, in a sense, friction present by comparison with a normal market
 procedure: however, it will be shown below that this friction is of crucial importance in
 dealing with non-convexities. If firms maximized profits at current prices, rather than
 merely acting so as to increase them, then the process would no longer converge to an
 optimum in the presence of increasing returns. A second difference from a market pro-
 cedure is clearly to be found in the manner in which prices are determined: not by the
 forces of supply and demand, as those are always equated, but by reference to the marginal
 social valuations of goods. They might be described as " social demand prices ". Section
 IV of Arrow and Hurwicz [1], which to the best of my knowledge constitutes the only
 other published work on price-guided planning processes and increasing returns, also uses
 price-formation rules which do not correspond to those normally postulated for a market.

 III. (3) A " MARKET SOCIALIST " ECONOMY-(B)

 There is one further interpretation that may be given to the process under considera-
 tion: instead of supposing resources to be allocated by command, or auctioned towards
 the highest bidder, we can imagine that firms adjust their demands for inputs according to
 the marginal profitability of those inputs at certain prices currently quoted for them.

 Firms again report the outputs that they produce at any input configuration to the
 centre, which quotes output prices equal as before to the derivatives of the objective func-
 tion: each firm then substitutes between its outputs so as to raise the value of its output

 1 The auctioneer will of course respect a non-negativity constraint on his prospective allocations.
 He will also ensure that each proposed allocation satisfies the constraint (2B), and choose the X so that
 the Xtj are continuous functions of time.
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 bundle at these prices. Firms also report to the centre the quantities Vij corresponding to
 their current production programmes and the current output prices. The centre then

 calculates a price Pj for each resource given by Pj = Av (Kj)Vij, where the set Kj is again
 constructed as in [4]. Firms then adjust their demands for resources according to the
 marginal profitabilities of those resources at current prices. Hence the rate of change of
 firm i's demand for resource j will be given by

 Xij= Vij-Av(Kj)Vij. ...(10)

 Of course, firms respect a non-negativity constraint on their inputs: hence (10) applies

 only to i E Kj. Otherwise Xij = 0. We suppose the planning procedure to start from a
 feasible initial allocation of resources that satisfies the constraint (2B) with equality.

 In this version of the planning procedure, there is by comparison with the earlier two
 some reduction in the amount of information to be transmitted by the centre. Firms still

 have to inform the centre of outputs, and of the quantities Vij for all i and j: however,
 the centre no longer needs to specify an input allocation to each firm. Instead, it simply
 announces one price vector: it sends the same message to every firm, rather than sending
 n district messages to the n different firms.'

 This completes our discussion of the planning procedure in its various manifestations:
 we now turn to a discussion of its properties. Section IV establishes the conditions that
 characterize a critical point of the planning problem, and section V proves and interprets
 certain convergence results.

 IV. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF A CRITICAL POINT2

 The planning problem we are concerned with can be formulated as follows:

 Maximize U(Y1, ..., Yp) subject to

 Ti(Yi, Xi) = O for all i E N.

 E Xij < Rj for all j E M
 i e- N

 Xij, Yig _ 0 for all i, j and g.

 By formulating the problem in this way, we are assuming that a necessary condition
 for optimality is that firms should operate on their efficient surfaces. As long as " goods
 are goods" and have positive shadow prices, this will clearly be the case, and in fact it
 continues to be so even if some of a firm's outputs have negative values. In such situations
 the offending outputs can be reduced by substituting others for them, and/or reducing
 inputs. To operate within the efficient surface will always involve inefficiency in the sense
 of wasting some good with a positive shadow price, except in the trivial case when none
 of a firm's inputs or outputs have positive shadow prices. Forming the Lagrangean3

 L = U(Y ... Yp)- E yiTifi Xi)+ E Nj(Rj- Xij)
 i r-N iM i r-N

 1 This type of point is discussed in some detail by Marglin [8]: in his paper, he makes an ingenious
 suggestion for reducing the information exchanges yet further. In the context of the present discussion,
 the impact of his proposal would be to relieve the firms of the need to inform the centre of the Vij. His
 proposals are set out in detail on page 62: their relevance to the present discussion is clear.
 2 By critical point is meant a local maximum, a local minimum, or a point of inflexion of the planning

 problem.
 3 We shall assume the constraints J Xi < Rj, for j E M, to be satisfied with equality from now on.

 If the possibility of free disposal is available, this can certainly cause no embarrassment: otherwise, one
 needs to introduce explicit disposal activities.
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 we find that a point is a critical point if and only if

 Ug-piaTia/@Yig _ 0, with equality if Yig>0 .. .(11)

 - iaTil-Xij-Aj < 0, with equality if Xij> 0. ... (12)
 (11) of course holds for all i and g, and (12) for all i and j.

 V. CONVERGENCE

 Theorem 1. If the production relations Ti and the objective function satisfy the assump-
 tions of Section II, and if the initial allocation satisfies constraints (2A) to (2C) and is not a
 local minimum, then

 (a) Every limit point of the re-allocation processes discussed in III. (1) to III. (3) is a
 critical point: such limits points exist and are not local minima.

 (b) Along the paths produced by the processes of III. (1) to III. (3), the objective function
 increases monotonically.

 (c) Every proposed allocation satisfies the constraints (2A) to (2C).

 Proof. Equation (5) generates feasible output vectors (i.e. output vectors satisfying
 (2A)), from feasible output vectors: that equation (4) generates feasible allocations (i.e.
 allocations satisfying (2B)) from an initially feasible allocation, was established in [4],
 equation (15). The construction of the set Kj (see [4], following equation (13)) ensures
 that if the non-negativity constraints were initially satisfied, then they will always be satisfied
 subsequently. Hence (c) of the Theorem follows. We next establish (b).

 U= S Ug E Yig
 geP ieN

 and from (7) this gives, after rearrangement,

 U=>jE E Xij E UgFgj+ p Ugisg
 je-M ic-Kj gec-P ge-P iceN

 jSM E Xi jVij + EEUg fisg
 je-M ic-Kj ge-P iceN

 The second term on the R.H.S. is non-negative by the construction of the firms' output
 changes (equation (5)). In the case of process III. (2), the first term is also non-negative
 by construction (equation (8)): in the other cases its non-negativity follows from Lemma 1
 of [4]. Indeed equations (4), (5), (6), (8), (9) and this Lemma imply that U _ 0, with
 equality if and only if

 Vij = Vkj = Ai Vi, k EK .K..(13)

 Vij<AJ Vi KJ

 Ug-pi@Til@Yig < 0, = if Yig>0. ...(14)

 where (13) holds for all] j M, and (14) for all g E P, and each i E N. (14) is clearly identical
 with equation (11) in section IV. (13) can be rewritten, using the definitions (3) of the Vj
 and (1) of the Fgi as

 -( E UgYig@jTi@Xij)/( E YigaTia/@Yig)-! ...(15)
 geP geP

 with equality if Xij > 0.

 From the complementary slackness condition in (14), (15) becomes

 -yiaTilaX j < )j, with equality if Xij>0

 which is of course (12), the second of the conditions of section IV. The following proposition
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 has therefore been established: U _ 0, with equality if and only if a critical point has
 been reached, and (b) of the Theorem follows.

 It remains only to prove (a). Let the vector x denote the state of the economy-it is a
 vector of inputs to and outputs from all firms. The constraints (2A) to (2C), and (Al),
 imply that the set F of feasible x is compact. U therefore attains its maximum, which by
 (A2) is finite, on this set: call it Ur. Point (c) of the Theorem implies that every trajectory
 of the reallocation process lies in F if its initial point is in F. Denote by T(x0) the trajectory
 traced out by the reallocation equations from some initial xo E F: i.e. y E T(x0) if and only
 if there exists a t ? 0 such that x(t) = y. Define the positive limit set of the trajectory

 through x~0, T,oo (x0), as

 T0()o = n T(y)
 y e T(xo)

 where a bar over a set denotes its topological closure. Now the closure of the trajectory

 T(x0) is a compact set: it follows that Too(20) is not empty, and, by an argument analogous
 to that in [9], pp. 340-341, that the trajectory through x0 converges to Too(x0).' Define
 a function V(x) from F to the reals:

 V(x) = U - U(x)

 V(x) is continuous, finite, bounded below by zero, and non-increasing: hence there exists

 an cx _ 0, depending on xo, such that along the trajectory T(xo), V(,x)--+c as tx-+oo. It
 follows by continuity that V(x) = oc on the set T(,xo). Hence V(x) = 0 on this set, and
 so T.(0o) contains only critical points. It is thus established that the process converges
 to a set containing only critical points: such points cannot be local minima as they are
 approached along a path where U>0. Q.E.D.

 In all plans proposed by the reallocation process, constraint (2B) will be satisfied with
 equality. As in [4], the introduction of disposal activities will deal with any problems that
 this might cause.

 Theorem 1 established the existence of limit points to the solution paths of the realloca-
 tion equations: it did not establish that any such solution path has a unique limit point.
 However, it is possible to strengthen slightly the results of the Theorem. It is clear that the
 set of limit points of any solution path contains only singularities of the differential equations:
 this rules out the possibility of limit cycles. It is also clear that this set must be connected
 ([3], p. 306): hence if the points satisfying the necessary conditions for optimality are
 isolated, any solution path can have only one limit point. And the relevant points will of
 course be isolated, provided that there are at most countably many of them.

 VI. DISCUSSION

 It may at first sight seem surprising that a procedure which makes use of prices can
 locate a local optimum even in the presence of increasing returns in production. The prob-
 lems that normally arise are well-known, and illustrated by figure 1. This refers to a
 one-firm economy using a single input to produce two outputs, A and B. The transforma-
 tion curve between A and B is drawn continuous, broken lines show contours of the objec-
 tive function, the optimum is at Q, and the line PP' has a slope equal to both the marginal
 rates of transformation and substitution at Q.

 1 It is implicit in this argument that there is a unique and continuous solution to equations (4). This
 is not immediately obvious, as there is a discontinuity in the right-hand side at times when the composition
 of any of the sets KJ changes. But for the time-intervals during which the compositions of the sets KJ are
 constant, the equations are well-behaved and yield unique and continuou^s solutions. The solution for all
 time is then obtained by piecing together a series of such solutions-as in Arrow, Hurwicz and Uzawa
 [2], chapters 6 and 7.
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 HEAL INCREASING RETURNS 289

 However, if the firm is asked to maximize its profits facing output prices whose ratio equals
 the slope of PP', it will produce at R rather than Q: Q cannot be reached by maximizing
 behaviour. We now examine how this problem is solved by the procedure outlined above.
 Suppose the firm to produce initially at S: then the price ratio quoted is given by the slope
 of the contour through S. Taking this price ratio as given, the firm alters its output vector
 so as to raise its profits: this involves moving along the transformation curve in the direction
 of the arrow at S. Similarly, at T the firm would face prices given by the slope of the
 contour at T, and to raise profits would move in the direction given by the arrow at T.
 It is easy to see that wherever the firm is on the transformation curve, it will be facing prices

 R

 A

 SI

 T

 B

 FIGURE 1

 that induce it to move towards Q: gradual alterations to its output vector so as to raise
 profits at current prices will lead it to Q. However, if instead of making gradual adjustments
 it acted so as to maximize the profits at current prices, it would clearly oscillate between
 opposite ends of the transformation curve.

 Hence the importance of " friction ", referred to earlier.'
 One further point is worthy of discussion. The market-like procedure discussed in

 III. (3) has the unusual property for a market that the total quantity of inputs allocated
 remains constant: hence, given a feasible initial allocation, the procedure satisfies Malin-
 vaud's feasibility criterion. But suppose, one might reasonably ask, that the initial alloca-
 tion was infeasible, in that it involved non-zero excess demands. Could the procedure in

 1 A similar point arises in connection with the procedure for allocating resources. In III. (3), firms
 increase their demand proportionally to marginal profitabilities: if they were to announce demands that
 maximized profits, it is clear that these could under certain circumstances be infinite.

 T
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 III. (3) be adapted to clear the markets in this case? The obvious way to tackle this problem
 would seem to be to define the price Pj as

 P. = Av(KJ)Vi + cxj( E Xij-Rj)
 i e N

 where aj >0 is a speed-of-adjustment parameter, and K is given by

 KJ = {i: Xij>0 or Xij = 0 but Vij > Av(KQ)Vij + jzj}.

 Zj denotes the excess demand for resource j: thus Zj = Xij-Rj. It now follows that
 i e N

 if J KJ I is the number of elements in the set KJ

 d(4ZjZ)/dt = Z EX = -| K j(Zj)2 <0
 i eK

 with equality if and only if Zj = 0. One can now establish convergence results similar to
 part (a) of Theorem 1-namely, that any limit point of the process is a critical point of the
 planning problem which is not a local minimum-though of course there are now no
 equivalents to parts (b) and (c) of the Theorem.

 Although the above discussion was introduced in connection with the procedure
 outlined in III. (3), it should be clear that analogous modifications, with the same results,
 could be made to either of the other formulations of the planning procedure.

 Before concluding the discussion of this paper, it is worth mentioning a problem of
 some substance that has not yet been raised-the problem of distinguishing local from
 global maxima.1 This problem arises as soon as non-convexities are permitted, and it will
 be apparent that the method proposed in this paper does not contribute to its solution.
 It is essentially a gradient method, and climbs the nearest hill: this need not, of course,
 be the highest. In order to establish interesting global results, it would be necessary to
 combine some technique for discovering the general location of a global maximum with the
 routine discussed here, applying the latter from an initial point " near " the global maximum.
 An approximation to the overall maximum sufficiently close for this purpose, could perhaps
 be obtained by the CPB if it had some outline of the nature of production relations (and
 particularly of returns to scale) in the major sectors of the economy. Using this information,
 it could set up a relatively simple non-linear programming problem that captured some of
 the essential features of the true planning problem, and solve this on its own computers:
 the solution would give it some indication of where to start the decentralized routine.

 VII. INCENTIVES

 The foregoing analysis suggests a method of locating a socially-optimal production
 point in the presence of increasing returns, but does not unfortunately suggest a method of
 supporting such a point. If the firm in figure 1 were to take the output prices finally
 quoted as given and attempt to maximize profits at these, it might well be induced
 to move from the point Q. One is naturally led to ask whether there is some system of
 incentives that will lead firms to continue voluntarily to produce at the optimum: of
 course, they could just be ordered to produce at this point, but such an approach has many
 disadvantages. Some partial results on such a system of incentives follow: they suggest
 that although the optimum cannot be supported by given prices, it can be supported in
 some cases by prices that vary in an intuitively appealing way with output levels. (That is,
 it can be supported by demand schedules.) The analysis bears a considerable resemblance

 1 There is also the need to discuss a discrete rather than a continuous adjustment process. Fortunately
 it is not particularly difficult to establish that the earlier results apply in this case. If auctioneers and firms
 take steps of positive size chosen so as to give positive increments in revenues or profits respectively, then
 the discrete-step process also converges: it is always possible for the agents to make such steps, except at
 local maxima.
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 to that in section IV of Arrow and Hurwicz [1]-though the properties of the procedure
 in this paper are somewhat stronger.

 The essentials of the argument can be appreciated in a one-firm model. Let the
 economy consist of a single firm: when using all the resources available (these are not

 consumable) it can produce an output vector Y = (Y1, ..., Yp) according to the equation
 F(Y) = 0. The social welfare function is U(Y). Suppose now that the firm is told that the
 use of resources is free, that it will be paid an amount Ug for each unit of good g it produces,

 and that the price vector (U1, ..., Up) will vary as the output vector varies. The firm is then
 instructed to maximize its profits (which in this case equal its revenue): this puts it in the
 position of a monopolist, and it has to solve the problem

 max E YgUg subject to F(Y) = 0, ... (16)
 geP

 where the vector (U1, ..., Ug) depends on (Y1, ..., Yg) in a way that may or may not be
 known to the firm. Assume the social welfare function to have the following property:

 E YgUg = 4[U(Y)] for some 4 with 4'>O ...(17)
 geP

 then the solution to the problem (16) is identical to the solution to the planning problem

 max U(Y) subject to F(Y) = 0, ... (18)

 and the social optimum is the monopolist's profit-maximum. Condition (17)is by no means
 completely unacceptable: the class of positively homogeneous functions is a sub-class of
 those satisfying it. Three interesting implications result from this identity of the solutions
 to (16) and (18):

 (i) During the application of any of the planning processes described above to this
 simple economy, the monopolist's profits will rise monotonically as the process
 continues.

 (ii) Any departure from the socially optimal production plan will lower the firm's
 profits.

 (iii) No false reporting of outputs during the procedure leading to the optimum could
 increase the total profit that accrues to the firm at the equilibrium.

 These conclusions have to be modified for the many-firm model set out in section II
 of the paper. In that case one has corresponding to point (i) the fact that the total revenue
 from the sale of the outputs of all firms is rising during the planning process; in points
 (ii) and (iii) the " total revenue of all firms " must likewise be substituted for " firm's
 profits ".

 It is also possible to make the following statement about this more general case.
 Consider an arrangement whereby once the optimum had been attained, firms were per-
 mitted to trade resources with each other and the auctioneers. Then the sum of the profits
 earned by all firms and auctioneers would be maximized, over all possible allocations, at
 the social optimum. The proof of this assertion is trivial: if Pj is the price of resource ],
 and ic the sum of profits,

 r= E E igUg- E XijPj+ Z XijPi
 ieN geP ieN jeM jeM ieN

 = 4[U(Y1, ..., Yp)] with 0'>O if (17) is satisfied.

 It is therefore true that if in such a situation any agent departs from his socially optimal
 action the resulting gain to him must be less than the losses to others: the losers could
 therefore bribe the gainers not to make such a departure.

 In summary, it is clear that although the social optimum located by the planning pro-
 cesses discussed cannot be supported by prices in the normal way, there is implicit in the
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 rules of the economy a structure of incentives that, if the objective function satisfies (17),
 makes a departure from the social optimum against the interests of all agents taken together.
 By the same reasoning, false reporting during the planning process done with the intention
 of diverting the process to a point other than the social optimum, though it may be in the
 interests of a subset of agents, cannot be in the interests of all. Those who lose from such
 a diversion to a non-optimal point could profitably bribe those who gain from it not to
 cause it.

 APPENDIX

 A MORE GENERAL CASE

 The discussion above was presented entirely in the context of an economy with no
 intermediate goods: it can be extended to a more general model, though of course at the
 cost of complicating the discussion. This appendix outlines how the procedure of section
 III. (2) can be modified to cope with a more general-though not completely general- case.
 At first, however, it is worth noting that the model presented above was perhaps not as
 restrictive as it might appear, and must be interpreted carefully. The term " resource ",
 for example, was used in an unconventional way: namely, to denote any commodity whose
 supply was fixed within the planning period under consideration. It therefore refers not
 only to resources in the normal sense of the word, but also to any form of produced good
 whose production period exceeds the planning period. Similarly, the assumption that there
 are no intermediate goods implies only that none of the outputs of firms are used as inputs
 to production within the planning period: they may of course be stored and used as inputs
 in some subsequent period. It also emerges from this that the statement that a good is
 allocated to final demand must be interpreted generously: final demand may include
 storage for use as an industrial input in some subsequent period. For a planning period of
 the order of a year, it is clear that these qualifications reduce somewhat the severity of the
 initial model.

 In the extension of procedure III. (2) to be considered here, there will be an auctioneer
 for each produced good, in addition to one per resource. The auctioneer for a particular
 produced good will buy the entire output of that good, and then auction it amongst the
 firms using it. Firms would submit bids for the good in the usual way: the price that an
 auctioneer paid for a good would depend upon the bids submitted to him for it. The
 present case thus differs from the earlier one in that the auctioneer is now both buying and
 selling, and is selling a varying total amount (because the outputs of produced goods change
 as the inputs to the firms producing them change.)

 To discuss the planning routine precisely, it is necessary to specify the structure of the
 economy to which it is applied: it will be assumed that the planning period is chosen
 sufficiently short that the structure of inter-firm flows is " linear " or " Austrian ". In
 other words, firms can, within the planning period, be unambiguously identified as being
 at earlier and later stages of the production process: formally, the set of N firms can be
 divided into subsets N1, N2, ..., NT such that firms in subset Ni (the " ith stage of produc-
 tion ") supply outputs only to firms in subsets Ni+j,j a natural number, or to final demand,
 and receive them only from those in Ni_j. The realism of such an assumption depends
 upon the time-period involved. Thus a firm in stage 2 might produce steel, and a firm in
 stage 3, vehicles: some of the vehicles produced in a given period might well be used as an
 input to the steel industry eventually, but with a limited slice of time-of the order of a
 year-it is unlikely that the vehicles produced in that period will be used as inputs to the
 steel industry in the same period. They might of course be so used subsequently: and in
 the period under consideration, vehicles produced earlier and stored might be used as
 inputs to the steel industry. The availability of such vehicles would be constant within the
 given planning period, and they would therefore count as resources.
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 In the setting of such a model, the planning procedure would work as follows. Starting
 from an arbitrary feasible plan, the CPB would announce prices for the goods allocated
 to final demand, equal as before to the derivatives of the objective function. Given these,
 firms supplying only final demand-i.e. firms at stage T-would have the prices of all
 their outputs determined, and could as before announce bid prices for inputs. Auctioneers
 dealing with goods produced by firms at stage (T- 1) would then announce the prices that
 they were prepared to pay for these: these prices could most conveniently be regarded as
 an average of the bid prices. In this manner, buying and selling prices could be established
 for all goods.

 The subsequent reallocation of goods is most easily described as a series of discrete
 operations. Initially, the auctioneers controlling resources would change their prospective

 allocations in the usual way, choosing the changes AXij in the Xij so that E AXijVij > 0,
 ieN

 with equality if and only if the initial allocation maximizes the sum E XijVij. A firm in
 ieN

 the first stage of production would then revise its output plan in two ways-firstly, so as to
 allow for the changed availability of inputs, and secondly, it would substitute between
 outputs so as to raise the values of its output bundle at current prices. The total change
 in its output bundle will thus be the composition of two changes, one along a ray in output
 space, and the other along the feasible surface in output space. The next step would be
 taken by the auctioneers who control the inputs used by firms at the second stage of pro-
 duction. They buy these goods, and reallocate them amongst firms in stage 2. They are
 of course reallocating an amount that differs from that associated with the initial plan,

 because the outputs of firms at stage 1 have been altered: let A Yg be this change in the total
 output of good g. Then there are two components to the change that the auctioneer makes

 in the allocation to a firm i. Call the first AYgi: then these terms are chosen so that

 E A YgiVig _ ?
 ieN

 with equality if and only if the initial allocation maximizes the total revenue at the current

 bid prices. The second component is simply 1/rA Yg, where r is the number of firms whose
 allocations are being altered.' A firm's allocation therefore changes at a rate

 (A\ Y' + I /,rA Yg):

 the auctioneer changes the allocations so as to receive more revenue for a given total
 amount of the good, but has also to adjust for the fact that his total is changing.2 This
 process continues along the stages of production until all firms have adjusted their inputs
 and outputs, at which point prices are revised and it is started again. If the steps made
 during the process are sufficiently small, it is clear that it represents a generalization of
 the continuous process of section III. (2), and one can therefore establish analogous con-
 vergence properties.
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